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To sleep well, your baby needs:
A feeling of peace and calm, in a space reminiscent of the mother’s womb

• Thanks to the enveloping shape of the ergonomic nest, your baby lies in a semi-foetal position,  
which helps to reassure baby and promotes deep sleep.

• The contact of baby’s shoulders and arms against the nest limits the effect of the Moro (‘startle’) reflex, 
preventing unecessary disturbances during your baby’s natural sleep cycles.

A combination of supportive and reactive foams, allowing baby to move freely and safely (unlike memory foam)
• Freedom of head movement prevents plagiocephaly (flat head syndrome). 

A comfortable body alignment — especially the head, hips and shoulders
• The nest’s slightly inclined position helps prevent and relieve symptoms of gastric reflux and colic, while the 

positioning of the hips and knees is ideal for baby’s physical development.
• When baby is awake, the slight incline also encourages interaction between you and your baby, as they  

don’t stare directly up at the ceiling.

An ergonomic design that evolves as baby grows
• The nest’s ‘wedge’ is repositionable with simple velcro fastenings and can be easily adjusted as baby  

grows, then later removed when it is no longer necessary. 

A perfectly hygienic mattress
• The Cocoonababy® foam is protected by two removable and washable covers: A waterproof protective 

cover, and a fitted cotton sheet.

Cocoonababy® at home
The Cocoonababy was designed by French Obstetricians and is used Internationally. To give your child the best start in life, use at 
home for restful nights and daytime naps. 

When is it used? 
• The Cocoonababy® nest will accompany your baby during every sleepy moment, at 

bedtime or naptime, at home or away, by providing the  
ideal environment for peaceful sleep and natural development.

For what age?
• Like a bassinet, the Cocoonababy can be used from birth and/or 2.8kg, until 

they try to change position or roll (usually around four months).

How is it used?
• The Cocoonababy can be placed in a cot.
• Used on clean carpet or rugs for day naps.
• Or take it with you — a familiar bed will reassure your baby and help them sleep peacefully when you’re not at home. 



Everything your baby needs for a restful night’s sleep:

A Cocoonababy® 
ergonomic nest

Your baby’s Cocoonababy comes 
complete with adjustable velcro 
wedge, waterproof protector, 
fitted cotton or organic cotton 
sheet, and a belt.

A Cocobag™ 
This sleeping bag, designed for the 
Cocoonababy, features a wide stretch 
band that exerts gentle, reassuring 
pressure on baby’s tummy. Available in 
four colours — grey stars, blue, pink 
and white — and lightweight or quilted 
finishes, as well as organic cotton.

A spare fitted sheet
In 100% organic cotton, Fleur 
de Cotton or jersey fabrics, the 
sheets come in three on-trend 
colours — blue stripe,  pink 
stripe, and white — to coordinate 

How can you benefit from a sleeping system designed and tested in hospitals, and currently used in 
more than 150 maternity wards in France and abroad for premature babies? We asked  
Australian mums to tell us about Cocoonababy® in their own words...

A. Bentleigh, VIC  « Right from the first night, our baby has slept soundly in her own room and only ever woke 
once for a feed overnight. We believe the comfort and shape of the Cocoonababy is the 
reason for her sleeping so well.  »

Eran, NSW « Noah would not settle in his crib at the hospital, 
but as soon as we put him in the nest, he was happy — the 
midwives were so impressed! We were also able to take it 
with us easily, so that he always had his bed, and the shape 
of the foam and the velcro belt meant we never had to 
worry about him developing a flat head or rolling over. It 
kept his little head perfectly round!  »

Anna, VIC « Thank you Cocoonababy for making Hugo’s (and 
our) nights so good for the last four months! We almost didn’t feel 
we had a newborn in the house! We love our nest and can happily recommend it to every new parent. » 

Testimonials

For more information on the Cocoonababy, its accessories, and the latest French must-haves for mum and baby, visit us online...

www.cocoonababy.com.au


